Consell comarcal Alt Urgell
Description organisation: https://europa.eu/youth/volunteering/organisation/945988621_en

Blogs other volunteers:
https://voluntarisalturgell.wordpress.com/
http://volunteersatalturgell.blogspot.com.es/
https://volunteersalturgell.wordpress.com/
http://voluntarisalturgell.blogspot.com.es/
videos:
https://www.youtube.com/user/OJAltUrgell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKvsZ9OtmSQ&list=PLWlChK_DV2au8mcREpjzr6Jll3dRWBFZ

Project description “Una mirada europea a la cultura y tradición pirenaica”:
This project has two main goals, on the one hand to promote knowledge of our territory /
region, culture and citizenship to young Europeans who are interested in discovering a (small)
part of the Catalan Pyrenees. And on the other, that young people in our region expand their
European sensibility and know the opportunities that the EU offers, stimulating cohesion and
cooperation among people from different countries and social, territorial and cultural realities.
We search 3 volunteers, each one will develop tasks in 3 different fields: one in social, one in
cultural and one in environmental field.
The general goals are:
- To promote mutual knowledge of young people through joint participation, cooperation and
collaboration between them and between other agents and entities of the territory, making
them aware of the European dimension in which they are immersed.

- to carry out solidarity activities in the social, environmental and cultural spheres that
stimulate a positive transformation, at the same time that they improve and develop their
personal, educational, social, civil, cultural and professional skills and competences.
- To facilitate their active participation in the community where they developed the project,
promoting social inclusion and equal opportunities.
- To enhance the creativity and skills of volunteers through their daily tasks (exhibitions,
workshops, radio programs, collaboration with the archive, collaboration in the museum ...)
and their final project based on a theme related to our reality and that they choose based on
their experience during volunteering.
- To participate directly with local young people to exchange experiences, improve the
language and publicize the ESC and European opportunities for work and youth development.
From the host entity, local youth contacts are also provided to facilitate the reception and
integration of the volunteers.

In the social field, establish links of collaboration and solidarity with people from different
groups at risk or vulnerable situation.
- In the cultural field, to deepen in the knowledge of the traditions and the historical-cultural
heritage of the region, at the same time that its own is made known.
- In the environmental field, raise awareness of the importance of caring for and protecting
the natural heritage and the preservation of the environment, through participation in
different activities and events.

Participant profile
The main and only requirement that we look for in the participants is that they demonstrate
motivation to learn as well as to contribute knowledge. We do not consider any previous
experience necessary, but due to the characteristics of the project designed and the
environment in which it will be developed, we believe it is convenient for volunteers to have
the following profile and characteristics:
General profile:
 Young people interested to know a mountain region, learn Spanish and Catalan, that
show creative capacity, initiative, autonomy and enthusiasm to design their learning
process.
Specific profiles:
 Project / cultural program: creative young people with motivation and interest in
cultural, historical and artistic heritage.
 Project / environmental program: young people interested in the environment and in
the care and maintenance of natural environments. Also that they are active and
athletes.
 Project / social program: people with special sensitivity to deal with groups that show
some type of vulnerability and / or social risk, such as people with disabilities and / or
with illness / mental health impairment, elderly people, young people who show
personal difficulties , social problems and / or with fewer opportunities.

